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Pocket pet or ornament, real alpaca yarn, handspun, or sock yarn, these alpacas are fun to make! Only 7 
elongated hexagons make one alpaca, and the sky is the limit as to how you are going to decorate it. 
Make a herd! 
 
Skills: Basic pin loom weaving skills. Basic crocheting skills. Basic sewing skills.  
Size: About 8” tall and 7” long. 

Materials 
Elongon™ 2” fine-sett loom kit; find instructional videos for 
TURTLE looms at http://bit.ly/TurtleLoom 
 
Eco Puna by Amano, 100% Baby Alpaca, approx. 44 yards in 
9000 Nevado White. 
OR 
Metropolis by Scheepjes, 75% Merino extra fine, 25% Nylon, 
approx. 44 yards in 079 Munich. 
OR  
Approx. 44 yards of any fingering/sport weight yarn of your 
choice. 

http://bit.ly/TurtleLoom
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Materials (cont.) 
Small amount of yarn of your choice for the blanket (total about 7 
yds), embroidery perle or floss for the blanket stripes and the tassels. 
 
(2) 10mm safety eyes 
 
Stuffing (for example Polyfil) 
 
Scissors, measuring tape, tapestry needle 
 

Making the Alpaca 
 

 

Weave six (6) elongated hexagons. 

 

For each “leg”, fold a hexagon lengthwise and sew along the middle 
side.  
 
The circle arrow shows where to sew the next step … 

 

Secure the thread, then sew along the top edge as shown, all around.  

 

Pull in the thread to close the opening to form the hoof/foot.  
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Stuff lightly, then close completely.  
 
Make a second “leg” just like that. 

 

For the body, hold two hexagons together and sew along five sides.  
 

 

Stuff lightly, then close completely. 

 

For the neck, fold a hexagon lengthwise in half, then sew along two 
sides as shown. 

 

Stuff lightly, then close completely. 

 

For the head, fold one hexagon in half along the short side, then sew 
along two sides. 
 
The crossing blue lines may guide you to position the eyes … 
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If you are using safety eyes, position the eye near the crossing lines in 
the picture above.  
 

 

Because we only lightly stuff the alpaca, you may want to clip the 
excess off the eye pins (use strong scissors or pliers) to avoid that 
they will peek through. 

 

Stuff lightly, then close the remaining sides. 

 

Sew the legs and the neck onto the body along the seams. 

 

Sew the head onto the neck, starting about one inch below the tip of 
the neck (these will be the ears). 

 

Since there are no “seams”, sew across the woven threads as shown. 
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For the tail, cut two 12” long strands of yarn and fold in half. 

 

With your crochet or locker hook, start slightly above the leg/body 
seam and insert the hook as shown. Pull the yarn through and make a 
chain stitch. Pull this first stitch tight.  

 

Work about 5-6 lose chain stitches. Pull the last stitch through and 
tight. Clip the ends. 

 

Here is your completed tangram alpaca! 
 
… but tradition has it, that the owners love to dress up their alpacas 
quite a bit … 

 

Weaving the Blanket 
The following striped blanket is merely an example, but it shows an interesting technique that you may 
want to use for other projects, too. If you don’t like this blanket, make your own, be creative! Use 
different colors, patterns, embroidery, crochet, knitting, pompoms, more pompoms … 
 

 

To weave a striped blanket, weave the first part of a hexagon in 
continuous strand method as usual. 
 
When you begin, make sure to allow for a long starting tail, about 2 
times the width of the loom. 
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Cut three strands of perle, 16” each, and fold in half.  

 

Using your crochet or locker hook, weave one row, then pull the perle 
yarn loop through, with even ends on both sides of the loom. 

 

Pack. Weave the next row in the main color. Weave around the perle 
as shown in the picture.  
 
Note: Do not skip pins. 

 

Weave the next row again with your crochet/locker hook and pull the 
next perle strand through.  
Weave one row in the main color.  
Repeat for the third perle loop. 
 
Begin weaving as normal with the main color only. If the perle ends 
get in your way, use a small piece of magic tape and tape them to the 
loom frame. 

 

Weave until there are two pins on each side unwoven. 
 
Cut three more perle strands and start working them in as before.  
Make sure that you start with the last color first, so that the stripes 
will look the same when the blanket is hung over the alpaca’s back. 

 

After the third perle strand, weave 0 – 2 more rows in the main color, 
depending on how tight you want the fabric to be.   
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Take the blanket off the loom, weave in the end tail, secure the perle 
strands with an overhand knot, and clip the perle ends so that they 
look like tassels.  

 

With the crochet or locker hook, pull up a loop through the tip of the 
hexagon and start working a chain of about 10 chain stitches or a 
sufficient length to get around the belly. 

 

Connect the chain with a slip stitch to the other tip of the blanket.  
 
Weave in end. 

 

Make 2 tassels, about 2” long. We used 4 strands of perle and 
wrapped those around three fingers, 4 times. 

 

Attach the tassels to the ear section with 2-3 stitches as shown. 

 

All done! 
 
Your pocket alpaca is ready, or you can attach a string to the back of 
the head (for best balance), to turn it into an ornament. 
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Tips:  

- Add two more legs to make a stuffed animal. 
- Make a tangram alpaca using your regular Elongon™ . 
- Work a pompom necklace to decorate your alpaca. 

 
 
 
 

          
 

 
 
 
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me and I will do my best to help you. 
gabi@texasgabi.com 
 
Stay informed and get the latest TURTLE loom news at www.turtleloom.com  
 
© TexasGabi 2019 This pattern is for personal use only. 
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